Celadon is distinguished by its subtle pale green color. This Tiffany pattern was inspired by Asian pottery from the 17th and 18th centuries. Light green clay is the unique foundation of Tiffany’s Celadon, giving this pattern its incomparable depth and richness in color. Tiffany Celadon is Limoges porcelain accented with a hand-painted blue border. The collection’s curved tapered shapes have a unique refinement, perfect for every day and also suitable for special occasions. Celadon is both microwave and dishwasher safe.
A standard five-piece place setting includes a dinner plate, salad/dessert plate, bread and butter plate, cup and saucer. You might also consider adding a bowl to each place setting.
Celadon is distinguished by its subtle pale green color. This Tiffany pattern was inspired by Asian pottery from the 17th and 18th centuries.

Light green clay is the unique foundation of Tiffany’s Celadon, giving this pattern its incomparable depth and richness in color.

Tiffany Celadon is Limoges porcelain accented with a hand-painted blue border.

The collection’s curved tapered shapes have a unique refinement, perfect for every day and also suitable for special occasions.

Celadon is both microwave and dishwasher safe.
CHINA SERVICE

Tiffany recommends a service for twelve and the serving pieces of your choice.

A standard five-piece place setting includes a dinner plate, salad/dessert plate, bread and butter plate, cup and saucer. You might also consider adding a bowl to each place setting.
Ifany recommends a service for twelve and the serving pieces of your choice. A standard five-piece place setting includes a dinner plate, salad/dessert plate, bread and butter plate, cup and saucer. You might also consider adding a bowl to each place setting.